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# Boston OCC (All Employees) 

Tracking Dedicated Docket Cases in PLAnet 

Dedicated Docket - PLAnet Tracking SOP 2021.05.27.docx 

Hi All, 

Please take a look at the attached document, which establishes the standard operating procedure (SOP) 

for tracking the Dedicated Docket (DD) program in PLAnet. OPLA attorneys must accurately track all DD 

cases in PLAnet by selecting "Dedicated Docket 2021" as the Operation. The procedure outlined in the 

document identifies the way to edit the Operation field for each case individually. 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E) 
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(b)(5), (b)(7)(E) 
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(b)(5), (b)(7)(E) 
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(b)(5), (b)(7)(E) 
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(b)(5), (b)(7)(E) 
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(b)(5) (b)(7)(E) 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Deputy Chief Counsel 

DHS/ICE/OPLA/Boston 

JFK Federal Building 

Boston, MA 02203 

Office 

617-565-4921  Fax 

'Wice.dhs.gov<mailto  

(!°)(6)' 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6); 

(b)(5) (b)(7)(E) 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 
(b)(6); 

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C) 

ice.dhs.gov> 

*** Attorney/Client Privilege *** Attorney Work Product *** This communication and any 

attachments may co idential and/or sensitive attorney/client privileged information or 

attorney work product and/or law en ensitive information. It is not for release, review, 

retransmission, dissemination, or use by anyone other ended recipient. Please notify the 

sender if this email has been misdirected and immediately destroy all origin. -. . .ies. Furthermore 

do not print, copy, re-transmit, disseminate, or otherwise use this information. Any disclosur 
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communi hments must be approved by the Office of the Principal Legal Advisor, U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement. or INTERNAL GOVERNMENT USE ONLY and 

may be exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act, b 7). 
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Tracking Dedicated Docket Cases in PLAnet 

This document establishes the standard operating procedure (SOP) for tracking the Dedicated Docket 
(DD) program in PLAnet. ICE and the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) initiated the 
DD to ensure a fair and fast immigration process for noncitizen families crossing the southwest border. 
The DD will commence on May 28, 2021, and will be comprised of Presumed Priority 2 family unit 
cases where the noncitizens entered the United States without inspection or presented themselves at a 
port of entry. EOIR is expected to issue a decision within 180 days of the initial master calendar hearing 
for represented noncitizens and within 300 days of the initial master calendar hearing for pro se 
noncitizens. Each OPLA field location will develop local SOPs to process, litigate, and streamline DD 
cases. 

OPLA attorneys must accurately track all DD cases in PLAnet by selecting "Dedicated Docket 2021" as 
the Operation. 

(b)(5); (b)(7)(E) 

*** PRIVILEGED MATERIAL: PRE-DECISIONAL/ATTORNEY-CLIENT/ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT*** 
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